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[20] threats.  
121] But 3 to 4,000 feet is very common.  
1221 0: When you say any threats 

Page 53 
liI A: Well,as I mentioned if there was 121 
some radar set up and you were already 
in (31 your tactical scenario, typically 
speaking, (43 going down the Seviers, 
you're not in the 151 tactical scenario, 
you're still doing your 161 warm-up Cx
ercises, working on timing, looking 171 at 
your radar, looking at your navigation 181 
pod,your targeting pod, trying to get 191 
comfortable with the airplane, if you 
will. (101 It takes five or ten minutes to do 
that, make i 11 sure all your systems are 
working before you 1121 want to get more 
aggressive and go into a 1131 higher 
stressed regime of flight.  
11410: So the G awareness test will be (151 
part of the warm-up exercise you would 
do? 

1161 A: Uh-huh.  

1171 Q: Colonel Flyhas referred to this (181 
flight as the administrative routine f
light, 1191 you would agree with that, 
then? 

12Ol A: I would.  
1211 0: \Vhen would you, under what 1221 
circumstances would you fly lower than 
3 to 

Paoe 5i4
- -v- V I. color, Wen, M tils case its about Ill 4,000 feet? (10o the UTTR, which is what we are 121 A: One time I was out and we were 131 talking about, 1111 but procedures, et still flying terrain masking, we were cetera.  doing (4] that and one of the members of 1121 0: Procedures? our formation 151 was qualified for the 1131 A: Uh-huh.  

lantern terrain 161 following radar. So he andI,weflewdownrllat5 or60Ofeetall sq1 u:And that's done by the range (151 the way through the (81 Seviers for squadron? practice.The loweryou go,the 191 more "6 A: It is. And it goes up and gets (but training it takes. approved through the headquartersbut 
(11010 or15 yearsagoweflewmostoflnl they (18] are the ones who really do the our sorties at very low altitude and the work on it.  1121 threats and the Air Force mission has (19] Q: It goes up the line for approval? changed (131 such that we don't do that as 12ol A: Uh-huh.  much anymore.ltu1we still maintain that capability. 

(2 10: If we look at what I think is page capability.bn 
1212,page 13.Thepages 1l and 12,and 

500 feet, 600 feet probably five orsix 1717 times. I've been through the Seviers at Page 57 Ii81 17,000 feet, say, five or six times, as (1] have, like, fight avoidance areas table 
well. 

and 121 down there theyhave, ifyou look (191 So it would depend on the tactics 12o0 under[31 SevierMOAs and theysaySevier of the mission. If it was a medium MOA, Sevier 141 B, minimum altitude altitude,1211mediumriskkindofmission, 1,000 AG north of 40 (51 degree, 13 or if it was a 1221 high threat, low altitude minute north? 
ingress over in the 161 A: Uh-huh.  

Page 55 (71 0: 40 degree, 13 minutes north, is (81 (ii UTTR, you might want to try that that approximately Dugway? earlier. 
(9] A: Where's the 41 .There's 40 degrees 1210: When you say the five,six times 131 1101 and, let me get this right for you 

less about 1,000 feet - i1101 0:13 minutes, I think.  
Page 53 - Page 59 (10)

141 A: Over the course of one year.  
m51 0: Over the course of one year you're 
161 talking about.  
171 Now, did you actually fly the 5 to 181 
600 feet in Skull Valley itself north of 191 
Dugway? 

(103 A: Oh, yeah.  

i11 0:1 thought there was the local 
range (121 rule says above 1,000 feet 
north? 

i131 A: No, you can actually go down to 
500 1141 feet in the Seviers.  
1151 0: That's a general rule, but isn't 116] 
there a range manual? 
1171 MR. GAUKLER:Do you have the 1183 
report, a copy of the report, PFS report 
with (191 you? 
1201 MS. NAKAHARA:Yes, most of it.  
1211 BY MR. GAUKLER: 
1221 0: If you'd look atTab B and tell me 
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(13 whether you recognize what's at Tab 
B? 

121 A: I do recognize it.  
(310 : And what's at Tab B? 
[4] A: Tab B is the AirForce instruction 151 
13-212 weapons ranges.  
163 0: And what is that document,what's 
171 its function? 
(8] A: It provides a guidance for range 191

1211do: Predominantly weather con
(2110: Predominantly weather con-

1121 A: 40 degrEbs, 13 is slightly north of 
1131 Michaels.  
(141 0: Slightly north of Michacls English 

151 Village? 

1161 A: Dugway.  
1171 Q:Yes. And am I correct in 118] 
interpreting that to saying that if Iwere at 
191that point,it shouldbe no lowerthan 
1,000 1201 feet? 
1211 A: Yeah, but just above that, the rest 
1221 of it you can go below.  
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iU When I say through the Seviers, 121 
when you first enter here, you're at 
7,000, 131 typically, out by what we call 
Stanch Bridge 14] Island and then as you 
turn to the south, 151 you'll organize your 
formation just like you 161 would, legally 
you could cancel,go down to al 500 fet, 
right over the Salt Lake. No one 181 does 
that, there's no value to it, and then [91 
you fly to the south.  
101o So as you're organizing for warm i11] 
ups, et cetera, you would do that. (121 
Additionally, the G warm-ups,we always 
tried 1131 to do them at 2,000 feet or 
above.The (141 closer to the ground,the 
riskier it is, you 1151 know. There have 
been crashes during the G (16] warm-ups 
because they were close to the 1171 
ground,so you want to be a little higher, 
i181 above 1,000 feet, for sure.  
11910 : And where do you do your warm
ups 1201 when you go down to Skull 
Valley, varies? 
1211 A: It would vary depending upon 
your 1221 time and the fuel, the ordinance 
you had on 

Page 59 
(ii board. If you were carrying a lot of (21 
external storage, you would want to 
delay it 131 a little bit down the Seviers, 
even five 141 minutes would make your 
plane slightly 151 lighter so you could do a 
better G warm-up.  
[61 So it would depend on the mission.71 I 
know some guys who they would go to 
within 181 about a mile of one edge, east 
or west of the 191 MOA, do a 90-degree 
turn towards the middle, i10] do a 90
degree turn towards the south.  
it 1 Iknow some that would go down (121 
south of Dugwaywhere itwas wider,do, 
where (131 you had lots more room and 
would do it and (141 wouldn't have to 
worry about the navigation (151 issues as 
much.  
(161 So, it was pretty much flight lead 1171 
dependent.  

1181 Q: In what type of situations would 
o191 you fly up towards the 17,000? 
1201 A: Predominantly weather conditions.
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you generally agree with that? 

17l A: For one of the, if there's a two 181 
ship,forone of thetwo,ycah.But not for 
191 both.  
it0o 0: Well two ships,are you talking o 11 
about a mile apart? 
1121 A: Mile and a half to two, mile to 1131 
two,yeah,we'll do that.  
11410: So generallyboth those would be, 
1151 say, east of Skull Valley Road, in that 
1161 situation that would be generally the 
(171 predominant route? 
Iuis A: Yeah, I guess that's fair to say.  

i1g1 Q: If you have a squadron of four, it 
1201 would basically be the same thing, 
just have 1211 the other two behind the 
first two? 
1221 A: Correct.

Page 105

IIi Q: Now, you also say that we don't 121 
take into account the fact that during 131 
maneuvers you may be pointed at the 
site at 141 particular times.  
151 Are you talking about geo awareness 
161 maneuvers? 
171 A: Generally the geo awareness 181 
maneuver would come after you pass 
south of 191 the proposed site, as I 
mentioned before, I0Ol maneuvers such 
as a tactical turning i ii maneuvergetting 
your aircraft oriented 1121 towards flying 
down to the south after a (131 turn.  

1141 0: Now those maneuvers could be, 
1151 wouldn't those maneuvers essenti
ally cancel 1161 out in a sense that while 
you mayhave a 1171 plane at one point in 
time flying towards the 1181 PFS facility, 
then it does a maneuver so it's 1191 
pointed away,even though it's still,ifyou 
1201 want to look at it,flying towards it and 
1211 another time you may have a plane 
flying two, 1221 three miles off site of the 
PFS facility and 
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in1 one of its maneuvers points towards 
the 121 facility? Don't those two cancel 
out 

131'A: No, they add up.  
141 0: Why? 
151 A: Because essentially if the leader 161 
is going to point at the site and the wing 
171 man is up wind,if you will,to the right, 
181 they are going to turn left, they are 
both 191 going to be pointed directly at 
the site for rioi a certain period of time as 
opposed to random 1111 distributor on 
the eastern side.  
1121 Q: But if they are flying down the 1131 
middle oftheValley,theywillbepointed 
1141 away from the site, correct? 
1151 A: At certain points, yeah.  
I161 0: Don't both those two cancel out? 
1171 Both those random distributions, at

one point 1181 you have a plane,on each 
you have two I191 randomly distributed 
routes, one down the 1201 east side and 
one down the center where Skull 1211 
Valley is? 

1221 A: I don't agree with that at all.
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I 1 0: You don't?

121 A: No, I don't.  
131 0: Why not? 
141 A: Because ifa pilot is going to plan 151 
a mission down the Skull Valley, he 
doesn't 161 pick a turn point in the middle 
of somewhere rni that he can't identify.  
He wants to pick a t8l turn point that's 
identifiable for a variety 191 of reasons, 
timing, system updates, altitude 0iOl up
dates, et cetera.  

I il Currently in the Skull Valley, 1121 there 
are no really good distinct cultural 1131 
build-ups. The farms aren't significant 
1141 enough. The road intersections are 
dirt I151 roads,so ifyou're looking with a 
lantern 1161 pod or night vision goggles or 
whatever, they 1171 are not very iden
tifiable.  

i118 There's a knoll that they use 1191 
towards the east that just gets you in the 
1201 ball park of where you belong.If the 
PFS 1211 site is built, then what will 
happen is that 1221 will be a, call it an 
IMEG, you'll be able to
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It1 see it day and night under certain 121 

conditions, visually you will be able to 
see 131 it with a radar. Right now you can 
see none 141 of those with a radar until 
you're right on 151 top of it, so they don't 
use those. They use [61 just north of the 
edge of the line.There's 171 aAL0 and a 
48 foot kind of a knoll, and they use 
that as general aiming to get down 191 into 
the area for their radar and their IioI 
visual.  

11110: When you say just north of the 1121 
line, you're talking about 
1131 A: Just north of the Sevier MOA, east 
1141 of the road you were talking about.  
1151 Q: And that's on the Stansbury 1161 
Mountains? 
I 7l A: Correct.If you build a site that uiel 
has vertical and horizontal cultural 1191 
build-up,you'llbe abl to see it on the 1201 
radar.You'll be able to see it visually. 1211 
You'll be able to see it with night vision 
1221 goggles.You'll be able to see it with
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it 1 infrared,and itwillbe a logicalpointto 
121 aim at for a turn.  

131 And If you were to go look at a 14) 
historical routing down through the 
Seviers, 151 you'll find that there are some 
very 161 predominant turning areas bec
ause there's 17 something that's iden-

tillable in the.SkuU 181Valley.Whetherit's 
a mountain peak or 191 whether it's a road 
intersection, you will 11l0 find certain 
things that are more liil identifiable than 
others.  

1121 In the middle of Lake Sevier down 113, 
south,there really isn't a whole lot to 1141 
identify, so you wouldn't choose that 
The 1151 U.S. highway that's a blacktor 
highway, you 1161 would use that at 2 
certain turn point or a 1171 certain in 
tersection. Up in the north 1181 Seviers 
there's essentially nothing that's 119 
finite enough to update the NAV system
that 1201 you need.  

12110: What do you use now, when yoi 
are 1221 talking about updating the NAN 
systems, what
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ii1 are you referring to? 
121 A: Well in each airplane you have ar 
131 INS and you do in the F-16.  
141 0: INS being? 

151 A: Internal navigation system, I'm 16 
sorry.You want to make sure that that'.  
171 accurate and you want to make surn 
that all is1 of your sensors are slewed t( 
where they are 1l9 supposed to be base( 
on that internal 1101 reference point.  
I111 So if your radar is looking at an I12 
offset point and your lantern targetinj 
pod 1131 is looking at an offset point, yoi 
want them 1141 to look at the same exac 
point,and so you 1151 have to see thatthe, 
arc.  
1161 If it's, as an exaggeration, if 1171 the, 
were one degree off, they would be lit 
completely out of kilter. They reall
need 1191 to be preciselyoriented andyoe 
need to be 12ol able to refine very, ver" 
delicately where 1211 they are aimed.  
1221 So you want something that you caj
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i i ifind like thatthat's easy to find initiall 
121 and then you can refine it later on.A 
you 131 zoomin,youwould want to refin.  
it to one t4i corner of fence post o 
something like that.  

15i But in each of those cases, you're i( 
going to pick a turn point that you can r.  
identify. The most identifiable is the if 
easiest to pick.If you were flying dow, 
191 Interstate 80, you would pick an o1 
ramp. t101 At a point on that off rami 
there would be a 1iii sign or somethinl 
but it would lead you into 1121 that poin 
and you would be able to refine it 1310 o 
that sign post orsomething that I was ii.  
mentioning.  

1151 If PFSbuilds a site inhere,that 1161wi.  
happen. That's logical, that's what tr 
fighter pilots do when they plan point' 
And 118s they've already pre-planned 
number of (193 points throughout th 
Seviers, at least 1201 there's a database i
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